
Is Avatar neo-Nazi? 
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ometimes it is the worst pieces of art that best describe the spirit of an age. In 1996 

the sun shone from heaven, Bill Clinton smiled from the white house, the internet lead the way 

to a future of nebulous pink glory, and all the world was at peace! Only an alien invasion could 

threaten this peace. And so it happened! In the film ‘Independence Day’, the intolerable dullness 

of a world completely at peace is broken by an invasion of evil extraterrestrials. In the exciting 

roller coaster ride of extraterrestrial invasion the heroic afro American fighter jet pilot the 

mentally ill redneck and the Jewish computer genius become unlikely buddies in saving the 

planet and the symbol of the common good of the planet: the president of the United States. 

The exotic dancer girlfriend-wife of the heroic black fighter pilot is thrown into contact with the 

first lady so that the first lady can find out that prostitution is really not so bad and that deep 

down what really matters is that we are all together! 

The presence of a Jew and the afro American in this film is no accident. In the golden 

world of infinite green paper, there are no pariahs; all are equal, all love each other. The Jews 

above all should be loved. They are the symbol of internationalism and universalism; the 

Catholicism of mankind! Further we ought to venerate them as the geniuses of technology and 

the ancient high priests of the green god. 

Come 2009 and all is changed. War has been dragging on for 8 years, the banks have 

betrayed us all, and in Abu Ghraib the faith in American and indeed human goodness have 

been shaken. 

The film Avatar takes place in a planet of savage blue aliens invaded by a giant human 

mining venture. The venture is headed by a petty arrogant businessman and a brutal marine: 

Wall street and Abu Ghriab. The story follows the conversion of a crippled marine who by 

scientific magic is able to in-soul a magnificent blue alien body. At first he follows orders from 

his evil marine captain but slowly realizes that the savages are the good guys, their closeness 

to the green of nature, to blood and earth, contrasts with the adoration of green paper of the 

businessman and the selfish survivalism of the marine. The anti-capitalistic overtones are clear 

and wonderfully ironic considering the extraordinary capitalistic triumph of the film!  

At first glance the evil Marin might make one think that the film is antiwar or even 

pacifist but I sustain, on the contrary! ‘At the center of this film we cannot fail to see that beast 
of prey, that magnificent blue beast avidly prowling round for spoil and victory!’ 

Note.  

The strong environmentalist and anti-capitalist elements in national socialism are perhaps not 
so well known. They sprang up from exactly the same evils that have become clearer after the crash of 
2008.  

Environmentalism and blood and earth as far as I know are alien to Fascism. Futurism which 
plays its part in fascism is the worship of the machine-industrial violence. 


